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Solution 

A total of 3750 Brand-Rex category 6A outlets were installed. The Beechwood building consisted of a main Data Centre and 7 floor 

distributors all linked with diversely routed blown fibre cable to offer performance, resilience, flexibility and future proofing 

throughout the building. The Balloch campus involved the structured cabling throughout the new buildings with blown fibre cable 

diversely routed between both the new and existing buildings. 

 

In addition to the cabling infrastructure, ACI also delivered the complete Audio Visual solution including Cisco Video Conferencing, 

Smart Displays, IPTV, Digital Signage, Lecture Capture, central management and induction loops. 

 

Video Conferencing suites comprise of Cisco Video conferencing, ceiling microphones and twin 55” professional Samsung displays. 

Audio is delivered via Bi Amp DSP units, Lab Gruppen Energy rated amplifiers and Tannoy speakers. All Suites are fully controlled 

via Crestron Processors and 9” wireless touch screens to achieve a simple but effective user interface. 

 

General teaching spaces and classrooms included a 65” Smart display with associated AV input plates for Laptops and PC’s to which 

there are over 45 in total. 

 

The main lecture theatre design is quite complex in nature but simple to use with the control interface being a user intuitive 12” touch 

panel. The main display consists of a 3.5M wide screen and Professional Barco projector, Available sources include Full Video 

conferencing with 2 cameras, PC’s, laptops, Lecture capture as well as integrating Smart podiums to allow for annotation at the 

lecturers station. All video is routed via 16x16 HDBaseT matrix with Audio being delivered via high end 7.2 surround processors 

and amplifier.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

    

 

  

 

 

 

Inverness College - Inverness 
Project 
The new £35 million Campus has 

amalgamated the old Longman building and 

Midmills building and will be a key part of 

the community. It will not only build links 

with local businesses but also will provide 

facilities for use by the general public. 

 

UHI provides teaching at the new shared 

premises on the campus with courses linked 

to the research specialisms, such as gas and 

oil, teaching and learning, and rural health, 

which will also be housed in the building. 

 Additionally, the redevelopment of the 

Scottish School of Forestry site at Balloch is 

an important and significant step towards 

achieving the college’s mission of providing 

high quality learning and support for the 

people and the economic future of the 

Highlands and Islands. 

 It is estimated that the new campus would contribute more than £50 million to the economy of the Highlands because it could 

attract innovative commercial businesses interested in research and development, while increasing the number of students who 

study within the city by around 3,000. 
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Throughout the campus there a numerous signage displays displaying Onelan Signage as well as a campus wide Exterity IPTV 

network. Signage screens include 55” professional Samsung displays as well as an 84” professional Samsung display sited at the 

main reception area. 

 

All the Av systems can be centrally managed and controlled via a central server and AV control network which enables a fast response 

in the event of error generation and reporting. 
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“The building makes a big difference, it enables us to attract students not just from Inverness but from the 

rest of the UK and international. I think is an inspiring place to learn” 

 

Inverness College principal Diane Rawlinson                                                                                                       


